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General information
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Company Name:

Trest Sevzapenergomontazh, CJSC

Address:

Russia, 193036, Saint-Petersburg, 6th Sovetskaya St., 21/2

Telephone Number (s):

+7 (812) 274-88-48, 274-88-42

Fax Number (s):

+7 (812) 274-64-62

E-mail Address:

mail@trestszem.ru

Web-Site:

www.trestszem.ru

Registration Number:

1027809226752

Issue Place:

St. Petersburg

Issue Date (YY/MM/DD):

16.04.1944

Classification Number:

40.10.41, 40.10.44, 28.30.9, 45.21.7, 45.25.4, 51.52.2

Field:

Power plant engineering & construction

Grade:

ISO 9001:2015

Validity (YY/MM/DD):

01.03.2019
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Main activities
Trest SZEM is an engineering company that offers services in administration and implementation of design, construction, reconstruction, upgrading and maintenance of thermal and nuclear power plants, boiler houses & heat network equipment, including:
▪ complex design of energy facilities
▪ turnkey contracts for construction of heat power plants, boiler plants & heating systems;
▪ civil works for power projects
▪ installation of primary equipment (boilers, turbines, generators);
▪ installation of auxiliary heat mechanical equipment – boiler drums, super heaters,
economizers, air heaters, deaerators, heat exchangers, big pumps, chimneys, etc.;
▪ manufacturing and installation of process and supporting metalwork, non-standard
equipment, pipelines, gas- and air ducts, tanks and reservoirs for oil products & hot
water supply with cap. up to 20 000 cub. m.;
▪ testing, commissioning & startup.
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The main tasks of the Trest SZEM is to act as a coordinating center in the course of the
implementation of large-scale projects, execute a general contractor's functions, manage
and redistribute material and human resources at project sites, and introduction of international quality standards in the works being performed.
The competitive advantage of the Trest Sevzapenergomontazh JSC to be selected as a
general contractor for power plant construction projects is, first of all, the specialized
affiliated companies at its disposal performing basic complexes of works, from development of project arrangement designs to commissioning, which considerably reduces
risks of a failure to make a plant operational within specified time limits.
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Historical background
The epoch-making GOELRO plan (1920) brought about a breakthrough in the development of the power industry in Soviet Russia. In the initial period of the implementation of the plan (1920-1924) erection activities were performed by workers trained directly on the job and supervised by engineers allocated by the equipment
manufacturing factories. However, in the following years specialized installation organizations were established: a joint stock company named “Teplo i Sila” (“Heat &
Power”) established in 1924; “Kotloturbina”, est. in 1930. The installation organizations that were part of the ‘’Kotloturbina’’ formed an erection engineering trust in
1933. This trust had a division specializing in the installation of heat power equipment, located in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg). During the World War II, from
1941 to 1944 the enterprise was engaged in the dismantling and evacuation of equipment and machinery from the European Part of the Soviet Union to Siberia and
Ural and their re-installation there to ensure a normal operation of the defense industry.
An order by the State Defense Committee, of April 16, 1944, merged the Leningrad enterprise with one based in Chelyabinsk as an All-Union Installation Trest
“Lenpromenergomontazh”, which was later renamed “Sevzapenergomontazh” (or Trest “SZEM” in brief).
In its first decade the Trest SZEM is assigned the momentous task of the restoration of power capacities destroyed during the war, as
well as of the construction of new facilities, not only in Leningrad, but in the Ural region, in the Far East, in the Baltic region and in Belorussia.
And this task is done successfully.
In the following years a qualitative change occurs in the development of the power industry, which results in an increase in single
capacities of power units and a rise of the initial steam ratings to supercritical levels. At this time major erection divisions emerge in Leningrad, Ufa, Narva, Riga, Vilnius, Kirov, Arсhangelsk, and later in Komi, Karelia, Leningrad oblast, Murmansk oblast, Vologda oblast, Novgorod
oblast and Kalinin (now Tver) oblast. In Leningrad an up-to-date welding laboratory, a commissioning division and an experimental welding
electrode works are built, and in Ivangorod – a factory manufacturing boilers and accessories. A state-of-the-art erection technique is successfully developed, one by large modulesunits), with modularization up to 90 % and more. A high-alloyed and austenite steel welding
practice is designed and applied. Using these know-hows the Trest SZEM builds and puts into operation the major heat power plants: Lithuanian HPP (1800 MW), Estonian HPP (1600 MW), Baltic HPP (1624 MW), Kirishi HPP (2100 MW), as well as the Northern and Southern
HPPs in Leningrad; Pechora and Cherepovets HPPs, heat plants in Riga, Petrozavodsk, Cherepovets, Vilnius, Severodvinsk, Syktyvkar, Kirov, Tallin and many other
locations.
The Trest SZEM becomes a leading installation enterprise in the system of the Ministry of Energy, and in 1972 for its accomplishments in power construction the
Trest SZEM's working team is awarded Lenin order, then the supreme reward for organizations. From 1970 the Trest SZEM's personnel are involved in nuclear power
projects. Within a short time an efficient team of fitters is formed at the construction of Kola NPP (located beyond the Arctic circle), who ensure fail-safe commissioning
of four nuclear power units equipped with WWER-440 reactors.
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Later a bigger team takes part in putting into operation two 1000MW power units at Kalinin NPP. The Trest SZEM's personnel are
engaged in erection activities at the Armenian and Balakovo NPPs. In 1971 at Kirishi HPP, for the first time in the history of domestic power
engineering, a 300MW power unit with a pressurized gastight steam generator with a capacity of 1000 t/h is erected. In 1975 in association
with the Energomontazhproyekt Institute the Trest SZEM develops a unit installation technique for Severodvinsk HPP-2. In the period of
1980-1984 at the Southern HPP in Leningrad the biggest heat & power units with 250MW turbines are installed, and in 1984-1986 at
Cherepovets Metallurgic Plant one-of-a-kind equipment of the most powerful blast furnace in the world is installed and put into service by
the Trest SZEM's personnel, ahead of schedule.
Totally, for 62 years the Trest SZEM has put into operation 565 turbine generators with an aggregate output of 25 525 MW amounting
to 10 % of all capacity in service in the Soviet Union, 1316 steam generators with an aggregate output of 121 300 tons of steam per hour
and 296 water boilers with an aggregate output of 23 821 Gcal/h. At the same time the Trest SZEM and its divisions performed a tremendous amount of work on the installation and overhauling of power facilities at largest pulp & paper, oil processing, metallurgic and machinery production plants of the North-West of the country.
Since the early 60s of the past century, the Trest SZEM experts have participated in technical assistance programs undertaken in various countries. The Trest SZEM personnel have been engaged in power projects in India, Vietnam, China, Poland, Iran, Mongolia, Algeria, Yemen, Argentine, Cuba,
Yugoslavia. In the 1970-1980s its installation divisions put into operation on a turn-key basis power plants in Iraq and Nigeria. The Trest SZEM's personnel have
taken part in the construction of nuclear power plants in Czechoslovakia, Finland, Bulgaria and Hungary. In the recent decades the Trest SZEM divisions' specialists
have been involved in installation and manufacturing of equipment for customers from Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Finland and Iran. Steam generators have
also been installed in Iraq and Nigeria.
In July 1993, the All-Union Installation Trest 'Sevzapenergomontazh' (Trest SZEM) transformed into the Private Joint Stock Company 'Trest
Sevzapenergomontazh'. The former divisions of the Trest SZEM have become joint stock companies, too. However, the most important task on
our agenda today is to preserve and multiply the achievements of the Trest SZEM, further to develop its honorable traditions founded more
than 60 years ago, and jointly to carry the good name of the Trest Sevzapenergomontazh.
In the XXI century the Trest SZEM affiliated enterprises were among the first ones in Russia to start to erect modern power plants based
on a combined cycle (steam & gas) technology, such as the two PGU-450 power units of Northwest HPP (1999-2006) and the first PGU-450
unit of Kaliningrad HPP-2 (2003-2005). Later from 2006 to 2008 the Trest SZEM erection companies' manpower installed PGU-450 heat recovery plants of unit 3 of Mosenergo Co. HPP-27, and performed a complex of works on installation of heat equipment at PGU-450 unit 11 of
HPP-21 and PGU-450 unit 4 of Mosenergo Co. HPP-27. JSC "Trest SZEM" in October 2007 won the “TGK-1” tender and got awarded general
contract of the 450 MW power unit construction and commissioning. Pravoberezhnaya HPP unit № 2 (PGU-450) in St. Petersburg became the first large EPC-contract
of JSC "Trest SZEM".

For already more than 75 years Trest Sevzapenergomontazh has been building the country's energy base, without which no modern
society is conceivable. Numerous achievements and awards of Trest SZEM give us the full right to be proud of our company. And keeping the
best traditions of our predecessors, we continue to develop our competence.
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Organizational chart
Sevzapvnipienergoprom LLC: is one of the leading design institutes in Russia that designs heat and power generation sources: from survey
works to designer supervision over the construction of power facilities.
Kontur Construction Company LLC: performs the full process cycle of construction and installation works, including complex material supply,
construction management, technical and construction control of facilities.
Sevzapenergomontazhkomplekt LLC: carries out complex supply; procurement of materials, equipment and components for the needs of the
facilities of Trest SZEM CJSC.
SZEM Petersburg General Contracting Department CJSC: carries out planning and coordination of installation and construction works, preparation and commissioning of equipment, warranty testing of equipment.
Sevzapenergomontazh South Installation Department LLC: carries out installation of thermal and mechanical equipment, pipelines and metal
structures at Thermal Power Plants in the Southern Federal District of Russia.
Sevzapenergomontazh Heat and Installation Department LLC: carries out a full cycle of works on the installation of thermal and mechanical
equipment, pipelines and metal structures on thermal electrical grids.
Sevzapenergoprom Electrical Installation Department LLC: electrical installation works, installation of heating systems and air conditioning
systems.
Kemon Engineering LLC: performs construction and installation works at Thermal Power Plants and industrial energy facilities.
KEM LLC: specializes in installation of thermal and mechanical equipment, pipelines and metal structures at Thermal Power Plants in the Southern Federal District of Russia.
Sevzapenergomontazh Commissioning Department CJSC: is the head commissioning organization as part of Trest SZEM CJSC.
Installing Thermal and Mechanical Equipment: high-tech welding operations, destructive and non-destructive testing of metal and welded
joints, and development of welding technology are carried out by the Central Welding and Metal Testing Laboratory (CLSIM), a part of Trest SZEM
CJSC.
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Information about contracts/projects
Title of Project

Construction of the bark boiler with
the steam turbine of Mondi Syktyvkar JSC

Full range of construction, installation, electrical installation works within the
framework of the project "Construction of the boiler with the steam turbine of
JSC “Mondi Syktyvkar”

Construction of the multi-fuel boiler in the project
«Modernization of Segezha PPM»

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n
Mondi Syktyvkar JSC
http://www.mondijobs.ru/ru/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-1833

Start /
Completion Date

May
2017

May
2019

Construction of a boiler house with fuel preparation and supply facilities in the
Segezha Pulp and Paper Mill JSC
project "Modernization of Segezha Pulp and Paper Mill" (boiler house, multi-fuel
https://segezha-group.com/
boiler 120 t/h, inter-technological communications)

May
2017

February
2018

Turnkey reconstruction of the utilizing TPP with
installation of turbo-blower

Design and detailed documentation, a comprehensive supply of equipment, con- Novolipetsk Metallurgical Plant (NLMK)
struction, installation and commissioning, performance tests and commissioning https://nlmk.com/ru/

April
2016

August
2018

Aggregate of continuous
hot-dip galvanizing №5
(450 thousand tons per year)

The complex works, including design, construction and erection works, electriNovolipetsk Metallurgical Plant (NLMK)
cal works, installation of process control and instrumentation, commissioning &
https://nlmk.com/ru/
start-up (EPC-contract)

August
2015 г.

December
2017 г.

Construction of own needs energy center "LUThe complex works, including design, construction and erection works, commis- LUKOIL-Energoengineering"
KOIL-Komi" (Yarega field, gas turbine CHP), I stage sioning (EPC-contract)
http://ee.lukoil.ru/

February
2015

February
2017

Construction of own needs energy center "LUKOIL-Komi" (Usinsk field, Northern area, gas turbine CHP), I stage

The complex works, including design, construction and erection works, commis- LUKOIL-Energoengineering
sioning (EPC-contract)
http://ee.lukoil.ru/

February
2015

Septembe
r
2016

Reconstruction of the boiler house №2
with 220 MW thermal power plant
based on GRU 18V50SG Wartsila

Complex of construction & installation works with all engineering systems and
equipment installation, including 6 GRU Wartsila capacity of 18,320 kW each &
auxiliary systems

July
2014 г.

January
2016 г.

Construction of stage II South-West CHP - unit
PGU-300

Installation of steam turbine SST-600 (Siemens) with accessories; construction
works in the electrical department (including columns frame, overlaping with closed "South-West CHPP" JSC
ground loops, march platforms, the monolithic reinforced concrete elevator shaft,
http://uztec.ru/
foundation work.

2013

2016
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Title of Project

"Turnkey" construction of steam boiler plant for
"LUKOIL-Perm Refinery” own needs

Sc o p e o f W o r k

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

Procurement of building materials, auxiliary equipment, steel structures, piping,
fittings, electrical equipment; civil and special construction works; installation
of mechanical equipment (four E-95 boilers, auxiliary equipment, pipelines,
LUKOIL-Energoengineering
technological steel structures); installation of electrical equipment and automa- http://ee.lukoil.ru/
tion; insulation work, fire protection, work on corrosion protection; start-up operations

A full range of construction & installation works (including the installation of a gas
General contract for construction of PGU-410T for turbine plant with capacity of 290 MW SGT5-4000F manufactured by Siemens, a
Salavatneftehimremstroy JSC (SNHRS)
“Novo-Salavatskaya PGU” LLC
steam recovery boiler E-270/316 / 46-12,5 / 3.06 / 0,46-560 / 560/237 of the comhttp://www.snhrs.ru/
pany "EMAlliance", the steam turbine SST5-5000 Siemens company's 130 MW) and
electrical works, installation of process control and instrumentation, commissioning

February
2014 г.

Septembe
r
2015 г.
9

2012

2016

Gas turbine AE64.3A (Ansaldo)
Construction, HPP-9 Mosenergo

Construction of gas turbines AE64.3A (Ansaldo)
with generator, auxiliary equipment, process piping
and steel structures

Mosenergo
http://mosenergo.gazprom.ru/

March
2013 г.

February
2014 г.

HPP-12 Mosenergo:
220 MW power unit construction

Assembling of mechanical equipment of power unit type PGU-220T (220 MW
combined cycle stem-gas unit), including the installation of steam and gas turbines, auxiliary equipment, process piping and steel structures

“TEK Mosenergo” JSC
http://www.tek-mosenergo.ru/

December
2012

June
2016

Power units PGU-420T construction, HPP-20
Mosenergo

Installation of heat recovery boiler
Еп-258/298/45-12,4/3,0/0,4-533/533/234
"EMAlliance“, industrial pipelines and auxiliary equipment of combined cycle
power units
capacity of 420 MW

“TEK Mosenergo” JSC
http://www.tek-mosenergo.ru/

October
2012 г.

December
2014 г.

Power units PGU-420T construction, HPP-16
Mosenergo

Installation of heat recovery boiler
Еп-258/298/45-12,4/3,0/0,4-533/533/234
"EMAlliance“, industrial pipelines and auxiliary equipment of combined cycle
power units
capacity of 420 MW

“TEK Mosenergo” JSC
http://www.tek-mosenergo.ru/

October
2012 г.

December
2014 г.

Construction and Installation Work on construction of unit № 14 (1 Pts. STU),
unit № 15 (2 Pts. STU)in the Kuznetsk HPP
Kuzbassenergo

Novokuznetskaya power plant being built in the framework of the obligations of
"Kuzbassenergo" to the Government of the Russian Federation on the introduction of new generating capacity and in accordance with the implementation of
contracts to provide power (PDM). The project envisages the construction of 2
gas turbine units (GTU), the total capacity of 298 MW (2 x 149 MW), representing a block number 14 (first phase) and the block number 15 (second stage) of
the Kuznetsk HPP.

JSC "Sibirenergoinzhiniring"
660079, Krasnoyarsk,
street. Electricians, 160
executive director
Koledov Andrey
+7 (391) 256-57-38
http://sibgenco.ru/companies/sibirenergoinzhiniring/contacts

2011

March
2013
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Title of Project

Sc o p e o f W o r k

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

Installation of heat power equipment & engineering systems of Adler HPP, two
steam-gas units, capacity 180 MW (unit weight of components - about 15 000 ton):
- installation of gas turbines V64.3A made by Ansaldo Energia (4 sets);
- installation of steam turbines Т-50/64-7,4/0,12 made by Power Machines Company;
- installation of heat recovery steam generators made by ''Podolskmash'' (4 sets);
Installation of heat power equipment & engineer- installation of auxiliaries (deaerator; main-line pumps, feed-water pumps, recircuing systems of Adler HPP, two steam-gas units, ca“TEK Mosenergo” JSC
lating pumps; network pipelines; auxiliary turbine hall equipment; HP and LP pipepacity 180 MW
http://www.tek-mosenergo.ru/
lines;
- installation of tanks and equipment at oil tank farm pump compartment;
- installation of process pipeline bridges;
- installation of circulating water ducts;
- installation of gas supply system equipment (in-plant gas piping; equipment and
pipelines of gas treatment unit; booster compressor station)
- individual testing of installed equipment, commissioning & start-up.

The total volume of work includes installation
of 2740 tons of equipment (removal of 2740 tonnes) and installation of 332
tonnes of thermal insulation and masonry (removal of 620 tons). As part of this
work will be carried out assembly-disassembly:
-thermal insulation and masonry;
-steel frame and cladding of the boiler;
-elements of the boiler furnace, including blocks of the lower, middle and upper
parts of the radiation (NRCH, SRCH and TCG), the primary and secondary screen
Work on those. re-boiler P-49 article. № 7 on the
couple (SHPP and ball screws), supporting structures, and the rigidity of the belt
basis of the low-temperature swirl combustion
JSC "Atomenergomash" http://www.aemfasteners screen system;
technology of solid fuel power plant Nazarovskaya,
group.ru/
-slag removal device mechanized MSH-8,
Krasnoyarsk
which consist of a screw conveyor to the crusher, hopper and slag tank;
-water economizer coil package;
- fuel pulverizing plant, including silos dust pulverized coal feeders, pulverized
fuel pipe and pulverized-coal burners;
-fuel oil facilities (pipelines with valves, firelighters burners);
-ducts and flues;
-tubular air heater with cubes of joints and seals;
-pipelines, steel structures, stairs and service areas within the boiler.
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July
2010
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April 2011
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Title of Project

Mechanical installation works at the South-West
HPP (Yugo-Zapadnaya HPP), Phase I, steam-gas
unit, capacity 200 MW

Mechanical installation works at Pervomaiskaya
HPP-14, Phase 2 Unit 2,
combined cycle unit, capacity 180 MW

Сonstruction and installation work at the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant-2
(NV NPP-2), units №1, 2
with VVER-1200, capacity 1200 MW

Sc o p e o f W o r k
Mechanical installation works at the South-West HPP (Yugo-Zapadnaya HPP),
Phase I, steam-gas unit, capacity 200 MW (unit weight of components - 7 200 ton):
- installation of two hot water boilers KVGM-70-150;
- installation of heat recovery steam generators (PK-55 made by ''Podolskmash'');
- installation of auxiliaries (deaerator; main-line pumps, feed-water pumps, recirculating pumps; network pipelines; auxiliary turbine hall equipment; HP and
LP pipelines;
- installation of gas turbine units made by Ansaldo Energia (maintenance platforms of turbounits; inlet air filters; generators; commissioning and no-load
startup);
- installation of steam turbine unit SST-600 made by «Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery s.r.o.» and no-load startup;
- installation of tanks and equipment at oil tank farm pump compartment;
- installation of process pipeline bridges;
- installation of circulating water ducts;
- installation of gas supply system equipment (in-plant gas piping; equipment
and pipelines of gas treatment unit; booster compressor station)
- individual testing of installed equipment, commissioning & start-up.
Mechanical installation works at Pervomaiskaya HPP-14 (TGC-1), Phase 2 Unit
2, combined cycle unit, capacity 180 MW:
- installation of gas turbines V64.3A made by Ansaldo Energia (2 sets);
- installation of steam turbine Т-50/64-7,4/0,12 made by Power Machines Company.
Construction and installation work at the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant-2
(NV NPP-2), units №1, 2 with VVER-1200 (capacity 1200 MW):
- mechanical installation works in turbine building, reactor building including
Installation of head 1200 MW steam turbine (unit №1);
- installation works in demineralization plant, in building of demineralized water and dirty condensate tanks (volume 1000 м3);
- installation work in waste water neutralization facilities;
- installation work in the storage of diesel fuel, oily water pumping station & in
the facilities of accidental discharge oil tank;
- installation of block pumping station & circulation conduit for unit №1;
- installation of process pipelines & piping racks.

PGU-450 combined cycle unit turn-key construc- Turn-key project, including supply, building & installation works, testing, comtion project, Pravoberezhnaya HPP, St. Petersburg missioning & start-up
Construction of reforming furnace
at United Chemical Company
«Shchekinoazot»
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Start /
Completion Date
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“Stroytransgaz” JSC
http://www.stroytransgaz.ru/

August
2009

June
2011

“EMK-Engineering Co.” JSC
http://www.engin.ru/

April
2010

December
2010

United energy construction
corporation (ROEK),
http://www.roek.ru/

August
2009

December
2013

December
2007

December
2012

February
2009

August
2009

“TGC-1” JSC
http://www.tgc1.ru/

Manufacturing and installation of metal structures of reforming furnace and fire
United Chemical Company
steam superheater
«Shchekinoazot»
http://www.n-azot.ru/
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Title of Project

Sc o p e o f W o r k

Start /
Completion Date

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction
of power equipment at “TGC-1” JSC, (Nevsky
branch & Kolsky branch)

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power equipment at heat power
plant

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch, Kolsky branch,
http://www.tgc1.ru/

January
2009

December
2009

Installation of 2 asynchronous
compensators АСК-100-4
completed with heat power equipment

Installation of 2 asynchronous compensators
АСК-100-4 completed with heat power equipment

“Power Machines Company” JSC,
http://power-m.ru/

January
2008

December
2009

Replacement of deaerator DVA-1000
type No. 4 at the Pravoberezhnaya HPP

Replacement of deaerator DVA-1000 type No. 4

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

December
2008

January
2009

Design & survey, construction and erection works
on replacement of gate valves Dn-1000 (8 pcs.) of Replacement of gate valves Dn-1000 (8 pcs.) of circulating water ducts No. 6
circulating water ducts No. 6 and 7 by butterfly
and 7 by butterfly valves
valves, Avtovo HPP-15

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

May
2008

September
2008

Construction and commissioning of a startup com- Construction and commissioning of steam turbine T-50-90 (capacity - 50 MW),
plex of APCS-equipped turbine T-50-90 of Vasile- including building and finishing works, installation of steam turbine elements
ostrovskaya HPP-7
with auxiliaries and pipelines, testing, commissioning & start-up.

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

March
2008

March
2009

Installation of heat power equipment and pipelines at HPP-27 (unit No.4, PGU450Т) Mosenergo, including:
- Installation of gas turbines GT-160 with turbogenerators (2 sets);
“Mosenergo” (TGC-3) JSC
- Installation of complex air-cleaning unit (2 sets);
http://www.mosenergo.ru/
- Installation of heat recovery steam generators (П-116, made by ''ZiO-Podolsk'')
with auxiliaries (2 sets).

March
2008

December
2008

February
2008

December
2009

Reconstruction of deaerators feed unit cap. 4000 I stage. Designing and surveying, civil and erection works and equipment deliv- “TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
t/h at the Pravoberezhnaya HPP-5, St.-Petersburg ery
http://www.tgc1.ru/

October
2007

March
2008

Building of engineering networks of a steam boiler
A complex of works on tying-in heating consumers and commissioning of engiplant at Pravoberezhnaya Heat Power Plant
neering lines
(HPP-5)

January
2008

October
2008

Construction of combined cycle unit 4,
(capacity 450 MW) at Heat Power Plant №27
(HPP-27) «Mosenergo» (TGC-3)

Performance of civil and erection works at startup Performance of civil and erection works at startup complex of Kalinin NPP unit
complex of Kalinin NPP unit No.4
No.4

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Forpost-Energo JSC

“TGC-1” JSC,
http://www.tgc1.ru/

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru
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Title of Project

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

Start /
Completion Date

Steam boiler plant turn-key construction project at the Pravoberezhnaya Heat
Power Plant (HPP-5),
including civil works, delivery of steam boiler plant auxiliaries, installation
Steam boiler plant turn-key construction project at
“TGC-1” JSC,
works, including installation of boiler units, pipelines and metal structures, insuthe Pravoberezhnaya Heat Power Plant (HPP-5)
http://www.tgc1.ru/
lation works, mechanical equipment commissioning, installation of automated
process control system, electrical installation works & operating personnel
training

May
2007

May
2008

Mechanical installation works (unit weight of components - 13 300 ton):
- installation of heat recovery steam generators (P-116 made by ''ZiO-Podolsk'');
- installation of auxiliaries (deaerator; main-line pumps, feed-water pumps, recirculating pumps; network pipelines; auxiliary turbine hall equipment;
HP and LP pipelines);
- installation of gas turbine unit (maintenance platforms of turbounits No.1 and
General contract for mechanical equipment instal2; inlet air filter units No.1 and 2; generator of turbounit No.1; commissioning and
lation works at Mosenergo HPP-21, combined cycle
“Mosenergo” (TGC-3) JSC
no-load startup of turbounits No.1 and 2)
unit 11,
http://www.mosenergo.ru/
- installation of steam turbine unit Т-150-7,5 and no-load startup;
capacity 450 MW
- installation of tanks and equipment at oil tank farm pump compartment;
- installation of process pipeline bridges;
- installation of circulating water ducts;
- installation of gas supply system equipment (in-plant gas piping; equipment and
pipelines of gas treatment unit; booster compressor station)
- individual testing of installed equipment, commissioning & start-up.

2006

2008

January
2007

May
2008

2006

2007

Installation of steam generator
BKZ 160-100 GM No. 4 with automated process
control systems (APCS)
at the Vasileostrovskaya HPP-7

Replacement of turbine ПТ-25-8,8
by ПТ-30-8,8 at Avtovo Heat Power Plant

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

Sc o p e o f W o r k

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

- building and finishing works in boiler compartment, underground facilities, deaerators and smoke sucker compartments;
- V&DT, UT of welds and boiler components; steeloscopic testing of alloyed welded
joints and piping parts;
- steam generator No. 4 installation;
- installation of auxiliaries, deaerator piping, fuel gas and black oil pipelines, pro“TGC-1” JSC,
cess metal structures and non-standardized equipment;
http://www.tgc1.ru/
- electrical works;
- Installation of boiler heat insulation;
- installation of I&Cs;
- sanitary works (installation of VAG heating unit, heating pipelines, fans and
vent lines, gates, valves, cocks, thermometers, pressure gages);
- commissioning of mechanical and electrical equipment.
Replacement of turbine ПТ-25-8,8 by ПТ-30-8,8
at Avtovo Heat Power Plant (HPP-15)

“TGC-1” JSC,
http://www.tgc1.ru/

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

13

Title of Project

Sc o p e o f W o r k

Start /
Completion Date

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction
of power equipment at heat power plant

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power equipment at heat power
plant (HPP-2, HPP-5,
HPP-14, HPP-15, HPP-17, HPP-21, HPP-22)

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

2007

2007

Construction of Combined Cycle Gas-turbine
Power Plant in Krasavino,
Vologda Region

Mechanical installation works at Combined Cycle Gas-turbine Power Plant in
Krasavino

PSG - International a. s.
(Czech Republic)
http://www.psg.eu/

July
2007

December
2008

Construction of combined cycle unit 3,
(capacity 450 MW) at Heat Power Plant №27
(HPP-27) «Mosenergo» (TGC-3)

Incoming inspection of equipment and pipelines at Mosenergo Co.’s HPP-27,
combined cycle unit 3, capacity 450 MW

Mosenergo (TGC-3) JSC,
http://www.mosenergo.ru/

2006

2006

Construction of combined cycle unit 3,
(capacity 450 MW) at Heat Power Plant №27
(HPP-27) «Mosenergo» (TGC-3)

Mechanical installation works at Mosenergo (TGC-3) HPP-27, combined cycle
unit 3 (unit weight of components - 5 600 ton): installation of two heat recovery "Tsentroenergomontazh" JSC
steam generators (P-107 made by ''ZiO-Podolsk'')
http://www.tsem.by/
with auxiliaries and pipelines

2006

2007

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power equipment at heat power
Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power
plant (HPP-5, HPP-8,
equipment at heat power plant
HPP-14, HPP-15, HPP-17, HPP-21, HPP-22)

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

2006

2006

Building of a heating system
of the Raduga mall, St. Petersburg

Heat supply system of the multiuse trade-and-entertaining center «PiterRaduga» construction

VINCI Construction
Grands Projets
http://www.vinci-construction.com/

2005

2006

Building of Akron’s new workshop

Manufacturing and delivery of 4 synthetic resin tanks, installation of technologic “ACRON” JSC
metal wares
http://www.acron.ru/

2005

2006

Technopromexport,
http://www.tpe.ru/
North-West Heat Power Plant,
http://www.sztec.ru/
“Enel ESN Energo” Ltd.

2004

2006

HCS MME "United service of the Customer",
Vsevolzhsk, Leningrad Region

2004

2006

Construction of North-West Heat Power Plant,
combined cycle units 2,
capacity 450 MW

Complete package of mechanical installation works
at unit 2 of North-West Heat Power Plant

Turn-key construction: foundation works, delivery and installation of equipBoiler plant in Leskolovo (Leningrad Region) turnment, manufacturing and installation of pipelines and tanks, electrical installakey construction project, capacity 20,5 MW
tion works, commissioning

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru
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Title of Project

Sc o p e o f W o r k

Start /
Completion Date

- installation of two heat recovery steam generators (P-96 ''ZiO-Podolsk'') with
auxiliaries and pipelines;
- installation of process pipelines on bridges;
Kaliningrad HPP-2 Phase 1 construction project,
- installation of in-plant gas pipelines;
"Tsentroenergomontazh" JSC
including a PGU-450 combined cycle unit, electri- installation of equipment of boiler plant with water boilers, a diesel generator, http://www.tsem.by/
cal capacity 450 MW, heating capacity 340 GCal/h
oil and black oil tanks farms, a chemical reagent unloading pump station;
- manufacturing and installation of non-standardized equipment;
- commissioning of mechanical equipment.

2003

2005

- installation of steam boiler Е-670;
- installation of cogeneration turbine T-180;
- installation of HP pipelines, boiler auxiliaries,
turbine hall equipment and equipment of chemical water treatment;
Construction of HPP-5 Phase 2 Unit 1, capacity 180
“TGC-1” JSC,
- installation of LP pipelines on bridges;
MW
http://www.tgc1.ru/
- IP gas pipelines (indoor and external);
- installation of equipment and pipelines of oil tank farm and black oil tank farm;
- manufacturing and installation of metal structures of tank farm and gas flues;
- commissioning of mechanical equipment.

2002

2007

Construction of Bushehr NPP Unit 1,
a 1000 MW power unit (Iran)

Installation of mechanical equipment in the non-hermetic zone, including sewerAtomstroyexport JSC
age pumps, oil pumps, distillate pumps, HP and LP pipelines, valves, flow gages,
www.atomstroyexport.ru
throttle devices, support and hanger system,
manufacturing and installation of tanks, metalware and maintenance platforms,
“Komplekt-Atom-Izhora” JSC
welding and NDT at
Bushehr NPP Unit 1

2003

2007

Installation of supporting metal structures for
Wrigley's chewing gum factory

Manufacturing and installation of supporting metal structures, inst. of equipment and valves, heat insulation of exterior diesel oil piping

ITM Group (“Intech” JSC),
http://www.itmstroy.ru/

2003

2004

Reconstruction of boiler plant No. 10
(“Teplovyie Seti Utility Management Enterprise”,
Gatchina, Leningrad oblast)
into mini power station regime

Installation of turbine PTG-750, procurement of piping parts, equipment and
materials for heating and vent systems, inst. of heating and vent systems

"Lonas-Technology", JSC
http://www.lonas.ru/

2003

2004

Construction of Kalinin NPP Unit 3

Installation of mechanical equipment and pipelines
at Kalinin NPP Unit 3

North-West Representative
of the "Energospetsmontazh", JSC, Udomlya

2003

2003

"Komi respublikansky investitsionno-striotelny tsentr " Syktyvkar, Republic of Komi

2003

2003

Repairing and replacing of worn and failed heat &
Repairing and replacing of worn and failed heat & water supply networks and
water supply networks
boiler plants equipment located on the territory of the Republic of Komi
and boiler plants equipment

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

15

Title of Project

Start /
Completion Date

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power equipment at HPP-2, HPP-7,
Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power
HPP-14, HPP-15,
equipment at heat power plant
HPP-17, HPP-21, HPP-22

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch
http://www.tgc1.ru/

2002

2005

Construction of Gas Turbine Power Plant at Brew- Installation & commissioning of equipment and boiler compartment systems,
ing Plant "Baltika"
plant systems and emergency diesel oil system at Baltika Heat Power Plant

Baltika Brewery Co.
http://corporate.baltika.ru/

2002

2003

Construction of boiler plant for
“St. Petersburg Oil Terminal Co.”

Construction of boiler plant, incl. procurement of equipment, materials and
structures, installation of process equipment, commissioning on turn-key basis

"Zangas", JSC
Moscow

2001

2004

Repair of power equipment at HPP
of Onezhsky Hydrolysis Plant

Repairing of turbine ПР-6/35-15/5
at HPP of Onezhsky Hydrolysis Plant

“Onezhsky Hydrolysis Plant” JSC

2000

2000

Repair of power equipment at
Solombala pulp & paper plant

Repair of turbines ПТ-12-35/10М & ПР-6/35-15/5
at HPP-1 of Solombala pulp & paper plant

Solombala pulp & paper plant
http://www.solombala.com/

1999

2001

Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power
Repair of turbines Р-12/35-5, ПТ-80-130/13, ПТ-60-130/13, ПТ-60-130/6,
equipment at the Uncoated Fine Paper plant at
ВПТ-50-130/7, Р-50-130/8-16, Т-110-120/130-4
Syktyvkar

Mondi Syktyvkar, www.mondigroup.com//desktopdefault.aspx/tabid833/

1999

2001

Installation of turbine ПТ-30/8 with generator
Overhaul, upgrading and reconstruction of power (capacity 30 MW) at Avtovskaya HPP (HPP-15)
equipment at heat power plant
Installation of turbine ПТ-180 with generator,

“TGC-1” JSC, Nevsky branch, HPP-5 and
HPP-15
http://www.tgc1.ru/

1998

1999

Technopromexport,
http://www.tpe.ru/
North-West Heat Power Plant,
http://www.sztec.ru/

1996

2001

repairing of turbine Т-100/130
Construction of North-West Heat Power Plant,
combined cycle units 1,
capacity 450 MW

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

Customer
I n fo r m a t i o n

Sc o p e o f W o r k

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Complete package of mechanical installation works
at unit 1 of North-West Heat Power Plant

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

16

Construction of the bark boiler with the steam turbine of Mondi Syktyvkar JSC
17

Сustomer:

Mondi Syktyvkar JSC

Name of work:
Location of object:

Full range of construction, installation, electrical installation works within the framework of the project "Construction
of the boiler with the steam turbine of JSC “Mondi Syktyvkar”
Republic of Komi, Syktyvkar

Start / end:

2017 / 2019

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

General contract for construction of PGU-410T for “Novo-Salavatskaya PGU” LLC
18

Сustomer:

Salavatneftehimremstroy JSC (SNHRS)

Name of work:

Location of object:

A full range of construction & installation works (including the installation of a gas turbine plant with capacity of 290 MW SGT54000F manufactured by Siemens, a steam recovery boiler E-270/316 / 46-12,5 / 3.06 / 0,46-560 / 560/237 of the company "EMAlliance", the steam turbine SST5-5000 Siemens company's 130 MW) and electrical works, installation of process control and instrumentation, commissioning
Republic of Bashkortostan, Salavat

Start / end:

2012-2016

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Construction of stage II South-West CHP - unit PGU-300
19

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

"South-West CHPP" JSC
Installation of steam turbine SST-600 (Siemens) with accessories; construction works in the electrical department (including
columns frame, overlaping with closed ground loops, march platforms, the monolithic reinforced concrete elevator shaft, foundation work.
St. Petersburg
August ‘ 2013 – July ’ 2016

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Construction of two 149 MW gas turbine power units of GTPP “Novokuznetskaya ” JSC
20

Сustomer:

Sibirenergoengineering JSC

Name of work:

Location of object:

Novokuznetskaya power plant being built in the framework of the obligations of "Kuzbassenergo" to the Government of the
Russian Federation on the introduction of new generating capacity and in accordance with the implementation of contracts to
provide power (PDM). The project envisages the construction of 2 gas turbine units (GTU), the total capacity of 298 MW (2 x
149 MW), representing a block number 14 (first phase) and the block number 15 (second stage) of the Kuznetsk HPP.
Novokuznetsk, Kemerovo region

Start / end:

October 2011-December 2013

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

450 MW CHP plant turn-key construction project, Pravoberezhnaya TPP, St. Petersburg
21

Сustomer:

TGC-1, JSC

Name of work:
Location of object:

Turn-key project, including supply, building & installation works, testing, commissioning & start-up
St.Petersburg

Start / end:

2008 – 2012

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Сonstruction and installation work at the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant-2
(NV NPP-2), units №1, 2 with VVER-1200, capacity 1200 MW

Сustomer:

OEK, JSC

Name of work:
Location of object:

Construction and installation work at the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant-2 (NV NPP-2), units №1, 2 with VVER-1200 (capacity 1200 MW), including Installation of head 1200 MW steam turbine (unit №1),
mechanical equipment, auxiliary equipment, pipelines, tanks and reservoirs
Novovoronezh, Voronezh region

Start / end:

2009 - 2013

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

22

Installation of heat power equipment & engineering systems of Adler TPP, two
steam-gas units, capacity 180 MW

Сustomer:

ОАО «TEK Mosenergo»

Name of work:
Location of object:

Installation of heat power equipment & engineering systems of Adler TPP, two steam-gas units, capacity 180 MW (unit weight
of components - about 15 000 ton):- installation of gas turbines V64.3A made by Ansaldo Energia (4 sets); - installation of steam
turbines Т-50/64-7,4/0,12 made by Power Machines Company
Adler, Krasnodar region

Start / end:

2010-2012 гг.

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

23

Work on modernization of boiler unit P-49 on the basis of low-temperature vortex
solid fuel combustion technology at the Nazarovskaya power plant

Сustomer:

Atomenergomash, JSC

Name of work:
Location of object:

Installation of 2740 tons of equipment (with removal of 2740 tonnes) and
installation of 332 tones of thermal insulation and masonry (removal of 620 tons).
Nazarovo, Krasnoyarsk region

Start / end:

2011-2012

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

24

Reconstruction, modernization and repair of power plants equipment
(TGC-1, Nevsky Branch)

Сustomer:

TGC-1 , JSC

Name of work:
Location of object:

Reconstruction, modernization and repair of power plants equipment (TGC-1, Nevsky Branch)
(Central TPP, TPP -5, TPP -7, TPP-14, TPP-15, TPP-17, TPP-21, TPP-22)
St. Petersburg

Start / end:

2011

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

25

Mechanical installation works at Pervomaiskaya heat power plant (HPP-14)
26

Сustomer:

EMK-Engineering Co.

Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:

Mechanical installation works at Pervomaiskaya HPP-14 (TGC-1),
Phase 2 Unit 2, combined cycle unit, capacity 180 MW
St. Petersburg

Start / Completion Date:

April’ 2010 – December’ 2010

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Mechanical installation works at the South-West HPP
27

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Stroytransgaz JSC
Mechanical installation works at the South-West HPP (Yugo-Zapadnaya HPP),
Phase I, steam-gas unit, capacity 200 MW (unit weight of components - 7 200 ton)
St. Petersburg
August’ 2010 – December’ 2010

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Construction and commissioning of APCS-equipped cogeneration steam turbine
T-50-90 of HPP-7

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

“TGC-1” JSC
Construction and commissioning of APCS-equipped cogeneration steam turbine T-50-90 (capacity - 50 MW)
of Vasileostrovskaya Heat Power Plant (HPP-7), including building and finishing works, installation of steam
turbine elements with auxiliaries and pipelines, testing, commissioning & start-up.
St. Petersburg
March' 2008 – September’ 2009

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

28

General contract for mechanical equipment installation works at Mosenergo HPP21, combined cycle unit 11

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

“Mosenergo” JSC (TGC-3)
General contract for mechanical equipment installation works at Mosenergo HPP-21,
combined cycle unit 11, capacity 450 MW (unit weight of components - 13 300 ton)
Moscow
2006 - 2008

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

29

Installation of steam generator BKZ 160-100 GM No. 4 with automated process control systems (APCS) at the Vasileostrovskaya Heat Power Plant (HPP-7)

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

“TGC-1” JSC
Installation of steam generator BKZ 160-100 GM No. 4 with automated process control systems (APCS)
at the Vasileostrovskaya Heat Power Plant (HPP-7)
St. Petersburg
2007 - 2008

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

30

Steam boiler plant turn-key construction project at the Pravoberezhnaya Heat
Power Plant (HPP-5)

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

“TGC-1” JSC
Steam boiler plant turn-key construction project at the Pravoberezhnaya Heat Power Plant (HPP-5),
including engineering networks building
St. Petersburg
2007 - 2008

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

31

Mechanical installation works at Mosenergo (TGC-3) HPP-27 (combined cycle unit 11)
32

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tsentroenergomontazh JSC
Mechanical installation works at Mosenergo (TGC-3) HPP-27,
combined cycle unit 3, capacity 450 MW (unit weight of components - 5 600 ton)
Moscow
2006 - 2007

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Construction HPP-5 (Pravoberezhnaya HPP), Phase 2 Unit 1, capacity 180 MW
33

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

“TGC-1” JSC
Construction HPP-5 (Pravoberezhnaya HPP) Phase 2 Unit 1, capacity 180 MW
(installation of steam generator Е-670, cogeneration turbine T-180, boiler auxiliaries & turbine hall equipment)
St. Petersburg
2002 - 2007

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Construction of "Bushehr" nuclear power plant (Iran), Unit 1, capacity 1000 MW
34

Сustomer:

Komplekt-Atom-Izhora JSC / Atomstroyexport JSC

Project/Contract Title:

Installation of heat mechanical equipment, pipelines & tanks

Object Location:

Bushehr (Iran)

Start / Completion Date:

2003 - 2005 / 2006 - 2008

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Mechanical installation works at North-West Heat Power Plant in St. Petersburg
(combined cycle units 1, 2 — capacity 450 MW)

Сustomer:

Tekhnopromexport

Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:

Mechanical installation works at North-West Heat Power Plant,
combined cycle units 1, 2 — capacity 450 MW
St. Petersburg

Start / Completion Date:

1996 - 2001 / 2004 - 2006

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

35

Mechanical installation works at the Kaliningrad HPP-2
(combined cycle unit PGU-450)

Сustomer:
Project/Contract Title:
Object Location:
Start / Completion Date:

191036, Russia, Saint-Petersburg
th

6 Sovietskaya St, 21/2
www.trestszem.ru/en

36

Tsentroenergomontazh JSC
Mechanical installation works at the Kaliningrad HPP-2, Phase 1 construction project,
PGU-450 combined cycle unit, electrical capacity 450 MW, heating capacity 340 GCal/h:
Kaliningrad
2003 - 2005

Tel. +7812 274 88 48, +7812 274 88 42
Tel/fax +7812 276 64 62
E-mail: mail@trestszem.ru

Quality System
The subject of the company's activity is designing, manufacturing, installation and repairing of equipment, pipelines, pressure vessels and metal
structures for industrial and power plants.
At the Trest Sevzapenergomontazh Joint Stock Company a quality management system according to the requirements of European standard EN ISO
9001:2008 "Quality Management Systems. Specifications", and a welding quality control system according to the requirements of European standard
EN ISO 3834-2:2005 "Requirements for the quality of welding by fusion of metal materials. Part 2. Comprehensive quality requirements" are introduced.
Compliance with the above standards is confirmed by certificates issued by German certification body DVS ZERT e. V.

The effective quality management system of the Trest Sevzapenergomontazh Co. regulates the principles, the organizational structure, interfaces,
requirements and processes aimed at quality assurance (SZEM Doc. PK 07 00 01 06 "Quality manual"). The powers and responsibilities of the company
personnel are defined in the respective departmental manuals and job descriptions.
The quality policy of the Trest Sevzapenergomontazh Co. consists in delivery to the consumer of products and services meeting their demands and
expectations and thus ensuring their satisfaction and safety.
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The Company's Quality Policy is aimed at achieving the following goals:
•
•
•

fulfillment of the customer's demands and expectations;
implementation of the process & system QMS approach in compliance with the of ISO 9001:2008 standards;
establishing and maintaining mutually profitable long-term relations with suppliers and contractors, so as to build up and maintain the Company's competitive advantages.
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The Company will achieve these goal by means of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the management's leadership, commitments and active participation in the establishment and maintenance of an effective QM system;
identification of processes, allocation of necessary resource and competent management;
systematic checks and analyses of the QMS effectiveness;
continuously involving the personnel in the Company's activities;
imparting the quality values to the personnel and creating a working environment that promotes an effective exchange of information;
the personnel's training, motivation and stimulation;
decision-making by the management based on ascertained facts only;
establishing methods to sample and analyze the Company's activities, formulation and implementation of a system of product quality indicators, in order to make management decisions more effective;
application of up-to-date processes, equipment, materials, operating and management methods;
introducing and applying an up-to-date project management system;
treating customers carefully and respectfully;
maintaining a positive image of the Company as respects quality and performance;
immediately adopting measures to prevent possible and eliminate actual nonconformities;
continuously upgrading the QM system.

The Company's Quality Policy shall be subject to analyzing by the top management to be used as a means of upgrading the QMS.
The Quality Policy is obligatory for all of the Company's personnel and is to be applied in the management of each and every department thereof.
The Company's top management shall be a guarantor of the implementation hereof and arrange for the efficient implementation of processes and
effective application of the QMS.
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Health & Safety Management System
Issues of safety and labour protection in the implementation of energy construction projects are among the priority ones. Trest
SZEM CJSC is aware of its responsibility for sustaining life and health of production activity participants, considering it unacceptable to perform any
activity to the detriment of life and health of its employees. Carrying out its activities in accordance with the requirements of the Russian legislation,
Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC considers it its task to influence the increase in the safety of contractors' work by complying with contractual requirements for evaluating the performance of Occupational Health and Safety indicators at the facilities.
The strategic goal of the activity of Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC in the field of Occupational Health and Safety is to create safe working conditions, to ensure high production results in the construction of nuclear and thermal power facilities based on modern achievements of science and technology in the energy sector. To achieve this goal, Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC operates and is constantly improving the Management System in the
field of Occupational Health and Safety, which is considered as part of the Integrated Management System of the Company aimed at compliance of its
activities with Russian and international standards.
Obligatory conditions for effective work of the Company in the field of OHSMS: active participation of all managers in personnel management;
developing and applying safe work practices; creating and maintaining the necessary level of protection of employees, contractors and subcontractors
in the area of the company's business for successful performance of their functions.
The main directions of implementation of the Occupational Health and Safety Policy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensuring production and management of qualified and competent personnel;
ensuring safety and health of employees in the production process;
introducing advanced methods and modern production technologies to ensure reliable and trouble-free operation of process equipment;
timely prevention of emergency situations, as well as reduction in the level of industrial injuries and accidents;
compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Policy for all personnel;
maintaining healthy moral climate and priority of professionalism and professional continuity.
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The Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS) currently operates in Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC based on GOST 12.0.2302007, which is harmonized with the International Standard OHSAS 18001:2007. Certification audits for compliance with the requirements of the OHSMS
Standards are held in Trest Sevzapenergomontazh CJSC every 3 years on a regular basis. The result of the regular recertification check in March 2018
was a positive decision of STATUS Certifika, Certification Center LLC on the issuance on March 28 of the Occupational Safety and Health Activity Certificate of Conformity No. 000028/2018 on compliance of the organization of work in Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC with the requirements of GOST
12.0.230-2007 Occupational Safety Standards System. Safety Management System. General Requirements.
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The Quality Management System for performing fusion welding of metallic materials at Sevzapenergomontazh Trest CJSC was certified in December 2009
by the German Certification Authority DVS ZERT e.V. for compliance with the requirements of the European Standard ISO 3834-2:2005 "Quality Requirements
for Fusion Welding of Metallic Materials. Part 2. Comprehensive Quality Requirements", on the basis of which welding quality requirements are imposed and
conditions, that allow to demonstrate the ability to produce products of a given quality, are determined. In order to confirm compliance with the requirements of
ISO 3834-2:2005, DVS ZERT e.V. annually conducts a supervisory audit and every 3 years conducts a recertification audit of the Trest SZEM CJSC. Positive
results of the recertification audit, conducted in April 2013, confirm the corresponding certificate.
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Revenue in mln rubles without VAT
8821,90

8874,00

8900,00

2017

2018

7537,50
6685,60

2009

2010
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